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About This Game

Smithy is an underground rodent that happens to be an excellent weapons smith.

- Blast your way through procedural generated caverns using unique weapons.
- Face new and interesting enemies as you burrow your way deeper.

- Find hidden treasures to purchase new weapons and upgrades.
- Destroy everything standing in your way!

* To change controls or resolution, hold Shift when launching the game.
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Title: Smithy
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
David Mulder, Tristan Hartz
Publisher:
David Mulder
Release Date: 3 Jun, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 2.0Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512MB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 300 MB available space
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The controlles they suck the gameplay sucks dont get this trash. There's nothing to do but shoot enemies. At least in nuclear
throne there are lots of different enemies, weapons, and characters to keep you entertained. In this game it's walk, shoot, walk,
shoot.

The next problem is that you get almost no money. After playing (if you can call this playing) for almost 2 hours I was finally
able to buy 1 item. The things you buy stay with you between playthroughs, but the only things you can buy are 3 new weapons
to go with the 2 you start with and upgrades for those weapons (you aren't told how your weapon will be improved though) Even
buying new weapons doesn't mean very much because the weapons seem to be pretty close to evenly powerful, and you can only
chanmge weapons by walking back to the spawn point on each level.

Other minor problems:
\u2022 the game doesn't have anything to do with smithing so it's a little misleading
\u2022 you can't use the mouse on menus
\u2022 music stops playing for the rest of the level if you pause too long
\u2022 there are bonuses like "long shot" for killing a far away enemy or "multi-kill" for killing multiple enemies at once, but all
these bonuses seem completely random. You can get a long shot for killing an enemy one quarter of the screen away from you,
then not get it for killing an enemy way offscreen. Then you kill another offscreen and you do get the bonus?!
\u2022 I've seen a few things that look like power-ups. But when I pick them up, it seems nothing happens. I can understand that
in a game like the binding of isaac, but this game is so simple what could I possibly be missing?. This is an awesome little game.
Alright first impression. Had awesome fun on my first time play. Will play it lots more in the future and see if there is an ending
or anything.. Good game! Easy to pick up and play. Good for those nights where u dont want to worry about anything too
stressful.. In this game you play as a serial killer rodent, Which has a massive dream to have a large arsenal of weapons and alot
of welth, Will you join this mad rodent?

Pros:
-Feels like Nuclear throne, and other bullet hell games
-Smooth
-Destruction

Cons:
-First levels feel empty

____
Love to see multiplayer

Overall 8\/10. Smithy, great game. Needs multiplayer, This game is great but it could be much more. It has a lot of potential,
with the battle royale genre exploding, this game seems like a no brainer to ad a battle royale mode to.. -I dislike that the camera
follows the cursor
-I dislike that you can only carry one weapon and that you have to return to the beginning of the level to swap
-I dislike the limited visibility. Very very the best! Like like like!. This game lacks any imagination at all. art is bland, gameplay
is bland, enemies are repetitive. basically, its boring. maybe that will change with content additions, but i really doubt it.. games
screen is broke. might as well fix this and change my review
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This game is very funny for short breaks.. The game sucks.
The creator(s) just ran away with our money.
3\/10. NIce game. Really simply but fine.. Recommended only on sale under $1, I paid < $0.50

Pros:
Controls work well.
Movement is fuild.
Pixel Graphics reasonably good.
Synth tunes bearable.
Time killer.

Cons:
Lacks story, lacks sense of progression.
Sometimes you run out of bullets because bullet drops are overly random, when that happens you go back to the start of the
game, but you keep your weapons+cash.
Lacks achievements, shame because there are lots of potential achievements and it would of added a lot to this game which is a
bit lacking.
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